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• gvedasaṃhitā: anthology  of  hymns,  the  most  ancient  among  the  Vedic  texts,
henceforth RV.

• Yajurveda:  anthologies  of  formulas  partially  taken  from  the  RV  and  re-arranged
according  to  their  function  within  the  sacrifice,  accompanied  by  “exegetical”  parts,
henceforth YV.

• Brāhmaṇas: liturgical – exegetical texts, middle and late Vedic period.

I
Intro: the elements of the problem

In the Vedic liturgical literature there are plenty of quotations from the  gvedasaṃhitā. The
verses are apportioned in each different rite to be recited within a precise moment of the ritual
action. Those kinds of quotations are to be found especially in the Saṃhitā of the Yajurveda
and in the Brāhmaṇas, where they are accompanied by exegetical comments in some point or
other. Most of the time we are presented with a long sequel of stanzas or verses from different
hymns and the text looks like a patchwork of quotations. As to the cultural development that
resulted in such a use of the hymns, one of the most intriguing questions is whether this is a
mere redactional enterprise, or if a clear intention guided the choices that the creators of the
liturgies have taken.

As it is well known, the relation between the gvedasaṃhitā and the post-gvedic literature
is  a  much-disputed  subject.  The  gvedasaṃhitā is  obviously  older  and  was  not  composed,
neither collected, for the same purpose or, more precisely, for the same ritual purpose of the
following texts. Nonetheless, the question as to the real dimension of the gap between this two
stages of the Vedic culture, is still open.

 All the other texts, at least in the extant editions, were composed -not only collected- for the
śrauta ritual: this ritual can be traced back to the period of the Kuru (and later Kuru-Pañcāla)
hegemony.

Notwithstanding the shortage of data, a relative chronology, according to the recent studies1,
let us single out three moments with regard to the early Vedic period: a first one where the
major clans were those of Yadu-Turvaśa, the following one of Bharata-Pūru, and after these
individual  lineage  periods  the  Kuru  hegemony,  when  the  canon  of  gvedasaṃhitā was
arranged.  There  are  two  elements  of  these  periods  that  should  be  borne  in  mind:  the  tribal
political organisation and the segmentary structure2 of the society. These two features enable
the  Vedic  society  to  switch  between  alternating  moments  of  fix  habitation  (kṣema)  and
mobilisations through the unification between clans (yoga). This dynamic has been studied by
anthropologists  who  called  it   “fission  and  fusion”:  the  political  structure  exists  potentially
within the lineage system, even though it is only realised when the society as a whole is faced
with a challenge from outside itself3.
A  big  change  happened  during  the  time  of  the  Kuru  hegemony,  when  the  society  started
shifting from the segmentarian-lineage structure to a more hierarchical and stratified one. A
variegated landscape of sub-tribes is replaced by a new “super-tribe”, that of the Kuru. The

1  For this chronological division, see WITZEL 1997: 257-345 and 1989.
2  As to the concept of segmentarian lineage societies, see SAHLINS 1961.
3  See in particular the interesting and stimulating work of PROFERES (2007) on the political developments and

the different aspects of the Vedic ideals of sovereignty within the construction of a leading role.



clans, though still pastoral and semi-nomadic, were settling on the the rivers and practiced an
extensive rice cultivation. 
In  this  period,  a  common  ritual  that  could  result  in  a  standardisation-homologation  of  the
different clan-based ritual activities was  needed. 
The effort resulted in what we call the  śrauta liturgy, namely the referent of all post-gvedic
texts.  Already  the  liturgical  hymns  of  Ṛgvedasaṃhitā were  also  an  instrument  to  negotiate
political  claims.  This  attitude  is  working  underneath,  thus  affecting  the  whole  enterprise,  as
PROFERES (2007) has clearly argued.
Within this lapse of time, which entails the construction of the classical ritual, we may try to
outline  a  relative  chronology  of  the  texts  we  are  going  to  analyse,  according  to  the  ample
research of Witzel and to the studies of many scholars on single schools or texts4. 
As it is well known, within the chronological relation between the texts, the scholars have made
clear  that  the  material  within  the  single  texts  do  come  from  different  periods.  Especially
concerning the Saṃhitā of the YV school (except for the White Yajurveda) we find, one after
another, two types of texts: the  mantra  and the  brāhmana ones. The first type goes back to a
period which took place between the redaction of the  gvedasaṃhitā  and the composition of
the  earliest  Saṃhitās  (MS,  KS),  and  which  has  been  called  the  Floating  Mantra  Period.  A
second period is represented by the early Yajurveda prose and the Brāhmaṇas. The latter traces
back to a further enlargement of the Kuru territories and the union of this clan with the other
Vedic tribal moiety, the Pañcāla. 

Bharata-Pūru:
1. RV → 2-7 bulk + 1.51 – 1.191 & 8 (recast after the victory of the Bharata-Pūru) 

Kuru:   
1. Redaction and re-arrangement of the RV canon (close to the one we have, cf. orthoepic

diaskeuasis)
2. Floating  Mantra  Period:  formation  of  the  mantras  in  the  Ur-YV;  Ur-Sāmaveda;  Ur-

Atharvaveda.  → composition of MS, KS, PS (Mantra Period).
 

Kuru-Pañcāla:
1. Mantra Period: TS, ŚS.
2. Yajurveda Prose (brāhmaṇa-prose) 
3. Early Brāhmaṇas

During  the  development  from  a  lineage-segmentarian  society  to  a  hierarchical  one  and  the
creation of the  śrauta  liturgy, there has also been a change in the ritual literature and in this
period there could have taken place what has been called “Floating Mantra Period”  and the
redaction of Sāṃhitās, especially that of the Yajurveda school.
Within this process of adaptation and re-arrangement, how deep was the consciousness of the
redactors of the Vedic liturgy as to the poetic elements of the material they were dealing with?
Connected  with  this  controversial  question,  we  will  see  three  different  cases  of  gvedic
material  used  in  the  redaction  of  the  liturgy  with  an  increasing  level  of  manipulation  and
involving not only a single mantra but even a whole hymn. 

II
Three cases

As to the manipulation of gvedic stanzas, we may take into consideration three examples, in
order to see the actual structure of the texts we are dealing with:

4  See, as already said, WITZEL 1997 and 1999. As to single texts, see already KEITH 1914 (on TS); SCHROEDER

1879 (on MS); GRIFFITHS-SCHMIEDCHEN 2007 (on AVP).



a-  In some cases, the editorial process resulted in the changing of the verses’ order and the
addition of stanzas from another hymn.  PROFERES (2003b) has carried on a throughout analysis
of this kind of process in the Yajurvedic mantras MS 4.13.1: 199,2-7; KS 15.12: 218,12-17; TB
3.6.1.1, that are also to be found in AB 2.2 where almost every  pāda is followed by a sort of
explanation or interpretation. The RV stanzas culled here as mantras are RV 3.8.1-3 and 1.36.-
13-14. We chose to use this case here as a significant example of redactional manipulation of
gvedic verses, and, at the same time,  as a clear evidence that the creation of the liturgical
texts continued some poetical features of the earlier tradition.

The rite concerned is the Installation of the Sacrificial Post, and the mantras are for the hot to
be  recited  when  anointing  and  erecting  the  sacrificial  post  during  the  animal  sacrifice.  The
stanzas  of  V  3.8.1-3  provide  us  already  with  a  picture  of  the  sequences  of  discrete  ritual
actions involved in the procedure for installing the post, as we can see in first three stanzas
where  we  have  clearly  the  ritual  participants  (probably  the  priests  with  the  patron  and  his
wife5) anointing the post with ghee as it lies on the ground. Furthermore, these verses reveal
how particular formulas and poetic motifs are associated with particular ritual procedure: the
adverb ūrdhvá and the verbs śri- / ud-śri- often repeated within these stanzas are evoking the
erection and the inclining upwards of the post and the use of the root mi- in súmitī mīyámānaḥ
“founded with a good founding”, a frequent figura etymologica, being the noun a derivative of
the same root as the present participle mīyamānaḥ, also belong to the semantic field of the post
installation.
Originally the stanzas 1.36.13-14 had nothing to do with the rite for the sacrificial post, being
composed for the kindling of the sacred fire.

1.36.13 ūrdhvá ū ṣú ṇa ūtáye tíṣṭhā devó ná savit /
ūrdhvó vjasya sánitā yád añjíbhir / vāghádbhir vihváyāmahe //
1.36.14. ūrdhvó naḥ pāhy áṃhaso ní ketúnā / víśvaṃ sám atríṇaṃ daha /
kdh na ūrdhvñ caráthāya jīváse / vid devéṣu no dúvaḥ //

They were added just after the three stanzas of V 3.8 partially because they had a similar

5  devayantah: in V the term is applied to of$ciants but also to the patron and Baudhāyana states that the
anointing is carried out by the adhvaryu, the yajamāna and the patnī.



formulary  but also because the stanza 13 contained the formula traditionally mandated for the
post  liturgy:  vāghádbhir vihváyāmahe“(when)  we  contest  verbally  with  poets/singers”6 .  We
have to notice, that the brāhmaṇical justification as given in the AB passage, lying only on the
presence of the idea of “stand up- right” (ud- śri) fails to fully capture the underlying rationale
of the redactors of the classical liturgy. We have here a clear trace of the shift between what we
called the Floating Mantra Period and the later Brāhmaṇa one, to which the AB belongs.

b-  In  the  second  case,  we  have  the  first  stanza  of  the  hymn  V  10.96  addressed  to  Indra’s
horses, which is used for two different rites and interestingly enough is interpolated both in TB
2.4.3.10 and in TB 3.7.9.6; TB 2.4.3.10 concerns the Darśapūrṇamāseṣṭi. Upahoma (subsidiary)
mantras addressed to Indra, while in TB 3.7.96 the rites concerned are the offerings to Soma.
The  stanzas  and  formulas  are  to  be  recited  to  the  ṣodaśin  cup  during  the  Ṣodaśin  form  of
Jyotiṣtoma, a one-day sacrifice to Indra. If we look precisely what happens to the V stanza is
that 10.96.1 is interpolated tree times: yá tvíyaḥ, índro nāḿa and śrutó gaṇá are inserted. 

The meaning of this passage is not extremely different from the gvedic stanza, but indeed
there is a clear modification of the original, as long as Indra becomes the subject of the second
sentence and pours out “what is dear as the clarified butter”, while in V 10.96.1 it was the
máda-, dear as the clarified butter, which pours out. In TB 2.4.3.10 it is also preceded by the
words  eṣá brahmā́: what the anonymous redactor has attained is to create a clear connection
within the ritual sequence (with eṣá brahmā́ and yá tvíyaḥ) and to stress the presence of Indra
as warrior with troops and horses with a clear sound-play as índro nāḿa - śrutó gaṇá.

c-The last example is the most manipulative one: the whole hymn 10.128 is to be found in two
Sāmhitas of the YV school and in that of the AV school.
In TS 4.7.14 the gvedic hymn is collected with the same order, only at the end there is the
addition the Khila stanza, VKh 10.128.1, while in KS 10.40 the stanzas are rearranged but
almost in same order (1.2.3.4.6.7.5.8.X.9), and they are increased in number by the insertion of
a non-gvedic stanza between 8 and 9 (cf. AVŚ 5.3.7ab + AVŚ 5.3.6cd) and by the addition of
the same V Khila (VKh 10.128.1) stanza. In both cases the rite is the  Agnicayana. These

6  The same is in V 8.3.10 śṅgāṇīvéc chṅgíṇāṃ sáṃ dadśre caṣlavantaḥ sváravaḥ pthivym / vāghádbhir
vā vihavé śróṣamāṇā asm avantu ptanjyeṣu.



mantras are to be recited for placing the Vihavyā bricks on the Dhiṣṇya, the side altar (the
bricks are called vihavyā after the name of the sūkta, vihavyā, and the supposed author of this
hymn, Vihavya).
In  AVŚ 5.3  the  order  is  quite  different  (1.6.2.4.3.5abX.5cdY.8.7.9),  and  here  also  the  nine
gvedic stanzas are changed into 11 by the expansion of stanza 5 into two (6-7) and by the
same  V  Khila  stanza  addition.  According  to  the  Kāuśika  Sūtra,  the  hymn  is  variously
employed in the many parvan sacrifices (quarterly haviryajña).
Confronting the three versions of the whole hymn, apart from the verse-order, we discover that
the words are in some point or other changed. Most of the cases seem to be quite irrelevant
(nah is turned into me; havyā becomes iṣṭā), other do not change the meaning of the stanza, but
they  rather  look  as  an  effort  to  make  the  comprehension  easier,  choosing  more  frequent
expressions,  as  savitā  instead  of  trātāram.  Furthermore,  one  mantra undergoes  significant
modifications both in KS and AVŚ, in the stanza 3 of the hymn 10.128 the substitution of two
words result in a change of the meaning. 
The stanza 3 of the hymn 10.128 reads as follows:

máyi dev dráviṇam yajantām / máyy āśr astu máyi deváhūtiḥ // daívyā hótāro vanuṣanta
prve/ áriṣṭāḥ syāma tanúvā suvrāḥ \\

«May the gods win for me a movable (flowing) rich, for me may be the pray, for me the help
of the gods, the first divine hotṛ may appropriate [may make the gods enter the circle of
sacrifice], may we be safe, through the offspring, having  good heroes.»

 In KS 40.10 these verses undergo two variations: the first is the substitution of vanuṣanta with
vaniṣan, so a subjunctive aorist instead of a present injunctive: this variation does not convey a
real change in the understanding of the stanza and it is easy to trace back the reason of the
change to the oddness of the Ṛgvedic  hapax7, namely  vanuṣanta. The second variation is the
substitution  of  prve,  “sacrificed”  in  order  to  put  etad instead,  a  neuter  accusative  of  the
determinative pronoun, that is an element that can be deployed as object of the verb, when no
object was “available”. In the gvedic occurrences the verb employed in the pāda, van- is to be
found without an explicit object, conveying the idea of “appropriating / gaining the gods” “to
make them enter into the circle of sacrifice”. Thus, this substitution could be the sign of a loss
of functionality of the specific ritual meaning of the verb: that is, the use of van as “to make
enter into the circle of sacrifice” is not anymore clear, therefore the verb needs an object in
order to be understood. The object is furnished to the detriment of the adjective. Moreover, the
deictic  pronoun  is  usually  pointing,  within  a  ritual  context,  to  some  concrete  instrument
involved  in  the  action.  This  could  then  lead  to  the  hypothesis  that  the  loss  of  functionality
develops into a new use of van: the verb looses its first ritual meaning, which was connected
with the poetic effort of actually evoking gods, and flows into another meaning, which is still
rooted into the ritual moment, but is pointing to a concrete action within the pragmatic and
prescribed sequence. 
 In AV -whose redaction is by general consensus later one- the  pāda reads as follow: “daivḥ
hótāraḥ  saniṣan na etád”:  the  shift  is  completed:  the  verb  van  was  understood  as  to  “win”
“posses”  and therefore substituted with the verb usually conveying this meaning, san-.

III
Conclusions

Summing up, these are only three examples in an immense field, but they shed a light on what
can be considered “a mistake” -“the degeneration of a beautiful mind” (as said by few of the

7 cf. Grassmann 1875 [ed. 1996: 1205].



former scholars8 and as sometimes we are about to think) and what not.
Indeed we have seen that inserting words within  RV verses or manipulating their order, can be
considered a stylistic device, a conscious effort to describe precisely the ritual sequence, or to
enhance a specific divine feature; 
Moreover, even when the substitutions of words do not represent a stylistic device, nevertheless
it  is  a  linguistic-semantic  device,  we  may  say,  and  it  is  for  us  to  be  interpreted  within  the
linguistic development and the historical one.
What I would suggest here is that these texts were deeply forged by the change in the society:
the changing of mantra, as the cases above show, are not a stylistic devices, not always, but they
are neither a “degeneration”: more probably they are the outcome, the result of the movable
and unstable situation.
What  we  may  say  is  that  some  stylistic  devices  provide  us  with  historical  hints,  as  to  the
development of the editorial process that resulted in the śrauta liturgies.

Abbreviations

AB = Aitareya Brāhmaṇa (RV school)
KS = Katha Saṃhitā (YV school)
MS = Maitrayani (YV school)
PS = Paippalada Saṃhitā (AV school)
RV = gvedasaṃhitā 
RVKh = gveda Khila
ŚS =  Saṃhitā Śaunakya  (AV school)
TB = Taittirīya Brāhmaṇa (YV school)
TS = Taittirīya Saṃhitā (YV school)

8 Müller, Eggeling


